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Summary
• The fund ended September in negative territory as volatility returned to global stockmarkets.
• Gains from UK, Asian and Japanese equities were offset by losses incurred in banks, European equity, and short positions in mainstream
government bonds.
• The fund managers were very active in responding to market movements, most notably in terms of reducing overall equity exposure
to the neutral level.
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The historic yield reflects distributions declared over the past 12 months as
a percentage of the share price, as at the date shown. It does not include
any preliminary charge and investors may be subject to tax on their
distributions. The fund’s charging policy has recently changed and, rather
than being decided at fund level, certain charges are now deducted from
income for accumulation share classes and from capital for income share
classes. These charges include the annual management charge,
administration fee and share class hedging fee (for hedged share classes).To
ensure that yields quoted are representative of the fund’s charging policy, for
some share classes an estimated historic yield is shown. This is based on the
historic yield, but adjusted for the impact of the new charging policy. This
adjustment will be applied until distributions have been declared for a full
year after the changes, from which time the historic yield will again be on
the same basis as the distributions. For the fund’s Euro Class A income shares,
the policy of deducting certain charges from capital has the effect of
increasing distribution(s) for the year by 1,90% and constraining capital
performance to an equivalent extent.
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Past performance is not a guide to future performance.
The value of investments and the income from them will fluctuate. This will cause the fund price to fall as well as rise. There
is no guarantee the fund objective will be achieved and you may not get back the original amount you invested.
The fund allows for the extensive use of derivatives.
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VaR analysis (%)

Currency breakdown (%)
Fund

1 month 99% VaR

6,4

Net exposure
Euro

95,2

VaR numbers are calculated using Algorithmics Software employing
RiskMetrics methodology.

British pound

7,9

Mexican peso

5,1

Portfolio construction (%)

US dollar

5,0

Colombian peso

2,1

Allocation range

Neutrality

Singapore dollar

-3,0

20-60

40

Japanese yen

-3,6

Fixed income

0-80

50

Taiwan dollar

-3,9

Other

0-20

10

Chinese renminbi

-6,1

Other

1,0

Equity

Min 30% euro or euro hedged

Currency

Other: comprises real estate based securities and convertibles. Please note
these guidelines are subject to change.

The fund’s neutral currency positioning is 100% in euros. Deviations from
this figure, therefore, represent long/short exposure.

Asset breakdown (%)

Leverage and volatility

Long
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exposure exposure
Equity

48,2

-8,3
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39,9
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Other

4,8
15,8
8,5
7,5

0,0
0,0
-8,3
0,0

4,8
15,8
0,3
7,5

8,8
0,0
2,8

0,0
0,0
0,0

8,8
0,0
2,8

Global bond funds

0,0

0,0

0,0

Government bonds 32,3

-48,6

-16,3

UK
Europe
US
Japan
Asia Pacific
ex Japan
Other
Corporate bonds

0,0
10,3
4,7
0,0

-5,8
-6,2
-30,1
-6,5

-5,8
4,1
-25,4
-6,5

3,1
14,3
21,5

0,0
0,0
0,0

3,1
14,3
21,5

Investment grade
High yield

16,0
5,5

0,0
0,0

16,0
5,5

Convertible bonds

3,0

0,0

3,0

Property funds

0,0

0,0

Residual cash

0,0
51,9

The residual cash (net exposure) figure includes cash-at-bank and cash
equivalents, as well as cash required to back long and short exposures
resulting from the use of derivatives. The residual cash should be considered
in conjunction with the overall positioning of the portfolio (including gross
exposure) for a true reflection of risk.

Largest exposures (excluding
cash, %)
Net exposure
TSE Topix Index future

6,4

Kospi Index future

5,6

Mexican government 30Y

5,1

DAX Index future

4,9

Portuguese government 5Y

4,7

US government inflation linked 30Y

4,7

UK government 10Y

-4,8

S&P 500 Index future

-8,3

US government 10Y

-12,3

US government 30Y

-17,8

Fund
Net leverage
Gross leverage
Volatility

0,5x
1,6x
7,94%

Net leverage is the sum of all net notional exposures, excluding cash, divided
by NAV. Gross leverage is the sum of all gross notional exposure, excluding
cash, divided by NAV. Volatility is three-year annualised volatility calculated
monthly, as at 30 September 2016, sourced from Morningstar.

Performance review
September was an interesting month in
which volatility re-emerged across global
stockmarkets as attention was drawn once
again to the potential implications of global
policy. The US Federal Reserve kept interest
rates unchanged for now, as did the
European Central Bank, which also did not
announce any new stimulus measures.
However, the Bank of Japan announced a
new initiative essentially intervening in the
bond market – a move which seemed to
confuse investors in terms of interpreting
the potential effect on the economy.
Meanwhile, concerns over the health of
European banks saw European equity
markets feel the worst of the return of ‘riskoff’ sentiment, while Asia Pacific ex Japan
and Emerging Markets continued to be the
best-performing regions.
All this made for a challenging backdrop for
the fund, which remained weighted in
favour of equities. In particular, the
material positions in European equity and
US banks incurred the largest losses as
fears for the future of Deutsche Bank
dragged down the major European indices
and put pressure on global banks. However,
the equity allocation made a flat
contribution overall due to offsetting gains
UK, Asian and Japanese positions, as well
as from the oil and US tech baskets.
In fixed income, corporate bond positions
detracted as did short positions in so-called
‘safe-haven’ government bonds amid more
nervous sentiment. The exceptions were
short positions in gilts and the 30-year
interest rate swaps in UK and US which

contributed positively. Long holdings in
emerging market government bonds were
mixed as losses from Mexican bond holdings
offset gains from Colombian paper.

Key changes
In terms of changes, the fund managers
continued to tactically trim equity exposure
as the initial ‘Brexit episode’ unwinds,
driving them to reduce the active risk from
the positions added during that phase,
when valuations were more compelling in
an absolute sense. Specifically, they sold 1%
each in UK FTSE 100, German DAX and
banks, bringing down the overall equity
exposure to 40%.
Part of the technology sector led by Apple,
which launched its new iPhone, has
performed very well lately. The fund
managers took this opportunity to
rebalance the technology basket, selling
some of the stocks that did well and
recycling the capital into names that have
underperformed. The overall exposure in the
sector remained unchanged at 2%.
Finally in equities, the fund managers
initiated a new position in Russia. They
bought a basket of stocks in local currency
totalling a 1.5% position in the fund. This
position was funded by unwinding 1.5%
from Japanese Topix exposure. They also
sold 1.5% in Japanese yen. Russian equities
have been poor performers over the past
five years, the currency has fallen and the
profits delivery has also been weak, while
fundamentals have begun to improve. In
the fund managers’ view, this makes the
valuations attractive. On the contrary,
Japanese equities performed well in recent
months and although the fund managers
still think the position is attractive, they
wanted to diversify equity exposure.
Meanwhile, a new 3% short position was
opened in Italian government bond futures.
The Italian bonds have rallied strongly this
year to very low levels of yield and spreads,
at a time when duration and European
political risk have increased. Also, the fund
managers believe this position may act as a
hedge for the fund’s Italian and European
equity exposure.
Furthermore, the fund managers have
started reducing the short position in 10year Japanese government bonds and
initiated a short in 30-year Japanese
government bonds, but left overall duration
unchanged. Given the Bank of Japan’s
intervention on the yield curve and the clear
intention to keep the yields of 10-year
Japanese government bonds close to zero,
they do not anticipate much volatility. On
the other hand, the 30-year level now looks
deeply unattractive and shorting it makes
sense, in their view.
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Finally, the fund managers added 2% in a
new issue of South African government
bonds, denominated in US dollars. They
have hedged the duration by selling 10-year
US bond futures. The spreads observed now
in the South African bonds are above the
long-term averages. The fund managers
believe their valuations are attractive in the
context of the BBB investment grade rating.

Fund codes and charges
Share class
Euro A Acc

Annual
Minimum Minimum
management Ongoing
initial
top up
Bloomberg
charge charge investment investment

ISIN

1,75%

1,92%

€1.000

€75

GB00B96BHM03

MGDABIE LN

1,75%

1,92%

€1.000

€75

Euro B Acc

GB00B8DC9129

MGDABAE LN

2,25%

2,42%

€1.000

€75

Euro C Acc

GB00B56D9Q63 MGGDACA LN

0,75%

0,92%

€500.000

€50.000

Euro C Inc

GB00BK6MCH03

0,75%

0,92%

€ 500.000

€ 50.000

Euro A Inc

GB00B56H1S45 MGGDAAA LN

MGDAECI LN

The ongoing charge figures disclosed above include direct costs to the fund, such as the annual management charge
(AMC), administration charge and custodian charge, but does not include portfolio transaction costs (including research
costs). They are based on expenses for the period ending 31 March 2016.
Please note that not all of the share classes listed above might be available in your country.

Important information
The fund’s physical holdings include a significant proportion of cash or cash equivalents, which are used as backing for the derivatives positions.
Source of performance data: Morningstar, Inc., as at 30 September 2016, Euro Class A shares, net income reinvested, bid to bid basis. Past performance is not
a guide to future performance. All other statistics from M&G internal sources, as at 30 September 2016 unless indicated otherwise.
The value of investments, and the income from them, will fluctuate. This will cause the Fund price to fall as well as rise and you may not get back the original
amount you invested. For Investment Professionals and Institutional Investors only. Not for onward distribution. No other persons should rely on any
information contained within. For Switzerland: Distribution of this document in or from Switzerland is not permissible with the exception of the distribution
to Qualified Investors according to the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Act, the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Ordinance and the respective
Circular issued by the Swiss supervisory authority (“Qualified Investors”). Supplied for the use by the initial recipient (provided it is a Qualified Investor)
only. In Spain the M&G Investment Funds are registered for public distribution under Art. 15 of Act 35/2003 on Collective Investment Schemes as follows: M&G
Investment Funds (1) reg. no 390, M&G Investment Funds (2) reg. no 601, M&G Investment Funds (3) reg. no 391, M&G Investment Funds (5) reg. no 972, M&G
Investment Funds (7) reg. no 541, M&G Investment Funds (9) reg. no 930, M&G Investment Funds (12) reg. no 1415, M&G Investment Funds (14) reg. no 1243,
M&G Global Dividend Fund reg. no 713, M&G Dynamic Allocation Fund reg. no 843, M&G Global Macro Bond Fund reg. no 1056 and M&G Optimal Income Fund
reg. no 522. The collective investment schemes referred to in this document (the “Schemes”) are open-ended investment companies with variable capital,
incorporated in England and Wales. In the Netherlands, all funds referred to, are registered with the Dutch regulator, the AFM. This information is not an offer
or solicitation of an offer for the purchase of investment shares in one of the Funds referred to herein. Purchases of a Fund should be based on the current
Prospectus. The Instrument of Incorporation, Prospectus, Key Investor Information Document, annual or interim Investment Report and Financial Statements,
are available free of charge, in paper form, from the ACD: M&G Securities Limited, Laurence Pountney Hill, London, EC4R 0HH, GB, or one of the following: M&G
International Investments Limited, German branch, mainBuilding, Taunusanlage 19, 60325 Frankfurt am Main, the German paying agent J.P. Morgan AG,
Junghofstraße 14, D-60311 Frankfurt am Main, the Austrian paying agent, Raiffeisen Bank International A.G., Am Stadtpark 9, A-1030 Wien, the Luxembourg
paying agent, J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A., European Bank & Business Center, 6 c route de Treves, 2633 Senningerberg, Luxembourg, the Danish paying
agent, Nordea Bank Danmark A/S Issuer Services, Securities Services, Hermes Hus, Helgeshøj Allé 33, Postbox 850, DK-0900, Copenhagen C, Denmark, Allfunds
Bank, Calle Estafeta, No 6 Complejo Plaza de la Fuente, La Moraleja, 28109, Alcobendas, Madrid, M&G International Investments Limited, the French branch,
or from the French centralising agent of the Fund: RBC Investors Services Bank France. For Switzerland: Please refer to M&G International Investments Switzerland
AG, Talstrasse 66, 8001 Zurich, for Sweden, from the paying agent, Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (publ), Sergels Torg 2, 106 40 Stockholm, Sweden. For Italy,
they can also be obtained on the website: www.mandgitalia.it. For Germany and Austria, copies of the Instrument of incorporation, annual or interim Investment
Report, Financial Statements and Prospectus are available in English and the Prospectus and Key Investor Information Documents/s are available in German.
Before subscribing you should read the Prospectus, which includes investment risks relating to these funds. The information contained herein is not a substitute
for independent advice. This financial promotion is issued by M&G International Investments Ltd. In Switzerland it is created by M&G Securities Limited (registered
in England No. 90776). Both are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK and have their registered offices at Laurence Pountney
Hill, London EC4R 0HH. Registered in England No. 90776. M&G International Investments Ltd is registered in England, No. 4134655 and has a branch located
in France, 6 rue Lamennais 34, Paris 75008, registered on the Trade Register of Paris, No. 499 832 400 and a branch in Spain, with corporate domicile at Plaza
de Colón 2, Torre II Planta 14, 28046, Madrid, Spain, registered with the Commercial Registry of Madrid under Volume 32.573, sheet 30, page M-586297,
inscription 1, CIF W8264591B and registered with the CNMV under the number 79. In Switzerland, the financial promotion is published by M&G International
Investments Switzerland AG, Talstrasse 66, 8001 Zurich, authorised and regulated by the Swiss Federal Financial Market Supervisory Authority. The Portuguese
Securities Market Commission (Comissão do Mercado de Valores Mobiliários, the “CMVM”) has received a passporting notification under Directive 2009/65/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council and the Commission Regulation (EU) 584/2010 enabling the fund to be distributed to the public in Portugal. M&G
International Limited is duly passported into Portugal to provide certain investment services in such jurisdiction on a cross-border basis and is registered for such
purposes with the CMVM and is therefore authorised to conduct the marketing (comercialização) of funds in Portugal.

Contact M&G

Austria

Germany

Norway

www.mandg.at

www.mandg.de

www.mandg.no

Belgium

Ireland

Portugal

www.mandg.be

www.mandg-investments.ie

www.mandg.pt

Denmark

Italy

Spain

www.mandg.dk

www.mandgitalia.it

www.mandg.es

Finland

Luxembourg

Sweden

www.mandg.fi

www.mandg.lu

www.mandg.se

France

Netherlands

Switzerland

www.mandg.fr

www.mandg.nl

www.mandg.ch
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